2012-2013 ASSOCIATE of Science DEGREE CATALOG CHECKLIST
Department of Criminal Justice, Boise State University

Today's Date __________________________
Student Name __________________________
BSU ID # __________________________

ENGLISH COMPOSITION (6 Credits)

ENGL 101 __________________________ ENGL 102 __________________________

UNIVERSITY FOUNDATIONS

UF100 __________________________ UF200 __________________________

DISCIPLINARY LENS COURSES

DLM Math 123 or higher
DLM BIOL100 Concepts of Biology
DLM Natural, Physical & Applied Sciences
DLV Visual & Performing Arts
DLL Literature and Humanities
DLS POLS101 Amer. Nat'l Govt.
DLS SOC101 Intro to Sociology

OTHER REQUIRED COURSES

CJ 101 Introduction to Criminal Justice
CJ 102 Introduction to Police
CJ104 Introduction to Corrections
CJ 375 Criminal Procedure
COMM101 Fundamentals of Communication

ELECTIVES

Criminal Justice elective
Criminal Justice elective
Other electives to total 64 credits

Total Credits=64